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This last quarter has been busy for us treasurers. I have been invited to speak to a handful of
districts about the 7th tradition. Thank you to districts 10, 14 and 15 for inviting me out to visit
you. I love scanning checks and entering data into QuickBooks, but I think I prefer coming to
speak to you all. That said, I would love to come out to your district, committee or homegroup to
discuss things treasury or 7th tradition related or not.

I also had the pleasure of speaking on a service-related panel with a few other Area trusted
servants this past quarter. This was quite possibly one of my favorite panels to be on. Full
disclosure, my reason for enjoying it so much was purely selfish. Since for the past 16 months or
so a lot of things have been online, I was able to take advantage of the panel being virtual, so I
was able to participate while on vacation in the US Virgin Islands. The pandemic has affected us
all in different and varying ways, but one thing I appreciate is that it has done enabled us to
create an environment where people all over the country and world are able to participate in the
meetings, panels and workshops with us. In my instance, I get to be in the tropics and still able to
join my homegroup, and follow through on commitments for my home Area.

I was asked to participate on the Pacific Northwest Conference 2022 host committee. This
quarter, I have attended a couple meetings in regards to the preparation and hosting of the PNC,
including the 2021 virtual edition of the Pacific Northwest Conference.

For all the work I have been able to complete as Treasurer, I continue to have struggles with
getting my newsletter articles in to our newsletter editor on time. My sincere apologies to our
wonderful newsletter editor and those impacted by my tardiness and careless behavior. What I
deeply appreciate on our committee (and in our fellowship) is members who support me and bug
me to keep me on track. I look forward to meeting all future deadlines, if not to make other’s
lives easier, to prove I am not exception to the rules.😊

Finally, going forward, in order to best fulfill my duties as Treasurer and best serve the Area, I
plan to having monthly connects with Eddy, our Alternate Treasurer to assess the state of the
Area and our finances. I hope to continue to be invited to districts and panels, and to eventually
see some of you in person! If there is ever anything I can do to assist you, your districts and
groups, please reach out at any time.


